Probabfity distribution used to schedule the time of the next state change from 'working' to 'blocked'.
Probablity distribution used to schedule the time of the next state change from 'broken' to 'idle'. dpwnProbability Probabliky dstribution used to schedule the time of the next state change from 'working' to 'broken'.
cvcleToolChancLeS
List of probability distributions used to schedule times of state changes from 'toolchange' to 'idle' or 'blocked, indexed by the number of machine cycles allowed between tool changes.
Functions model definition functions

5QQY
Returns a copy that has copies of the same icon, processing, repair, down, and tool change probabilities, and reject rate, and has the same number of parts required to initiate processing cycle. The copy has a unique identifier, is initialized in state 'idle' and is not connected to anything. Schedules time of next breakdown.
Same as gggy. but does not schedule time of next breakdown. task functions Determines whether a part from another object can be accepted as a workpiece.
If one can, state and statistics are changed accordingly from state 'idle' to 'working' and completion time is scheduled.
Changes state, display and statistics to correspond to state change from 'working' to 'broken' and schedules time when repairs will be complete.
GheckOnToolChm
Determines whether a tool change should begin. If so, state, display and statistics are changed accordingly from state 'idle' or 'blocked' to 'toolChange' and time when tool change is complete is scheduled. Figure  4 shows. 
